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Abstract
To explain the prediction result of a Deep Neural Network
(DNN) model based on a given sample, LIME [1] and its
derivatives have been proposed to approximate the local be-
havior of the DNN model around the data point via lin-
ear surrogates. Though these algorithms interpret the DNN
by finding the key features used for classification, the ran-
dom interpolations used by LIME would perturb the ex-
planation result and cause the instability and inconsistency
between repetitions of LIME computations. To tackle this
issue, we propose G-LIME that extends the vanilla LIME
through high-dimensional Bayesian linear regression using
the sparsity and informative global priors. Specifically, with
a dataset representing the population of samples (e.g., the
training set), G-LIME first pursues the global explanation
of the DNN model using the whole dataset. Then, with a
new data point, -LIME incorporates an modified estima-
tor of ElasticNet-alike to refine the local explanation result
through balancing the distance to the global explanation and
the sparsity/feature selection in the explanation. Finally, G-
LIME uses Least Angle Regression (LARS) and retrieves
the solution path of a modified ElasticNet under varying
-regularization, to screen and rank the importance of fea-
tures [2] as the explanation result. Through extensive ex-
periments on real world tasks, we show that the proposed
method yields more stable, consistent, and accurate results
compared to LIME.
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